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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND
The aim of this study is to evaluate the age and sex wise incidence of breast carcinoma in this particular region of India and expression of hormone receptor in the same population.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study is an observational study, which includes 1446 cases of breast cancer of which 1423 were female and 23 were male. In this study, patients were analysed on the basis of age of occurrence, sex and hormone receptor expression, evaluated immunohistochemically.

RESULTS
Age of occurrence and hormone receptor expression, both are lower in the studied population as compared to western population. In males, breast cancer is rare and constituted just 1.6%. In our study, the overall Oestrogen Receptor (ER) positivity in female breast cancer cases is found to be 44.0% and Progesterone Receptor (PR) positivity is 45%. Our study also found that ER negative/PR positive breast cancer as a definite subgroup constituting 9.8% of all the four groups based on hormone receptor expression.

CONCLUSION
We conclude that female breast cancer cases from this northern region of India do show lower hormone receptor expression as compared to comparable population from western world. Our study also acknowledges ER negative and PR positive breast cancer subgroup as a definite entity.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design

The study was carried out in Mahavir Cancer Sansthan and Research Centre which is a tertiary care cancer hospital of Bihar. A total of 1446 cases of epithelial malignancy of breast were included, of which 1423 were female and 23 were male. Rare malignancies presenting in breast like sarcomas and lymphomas were not included. The cases were selected randomly, who presented in our hospital from August 2009 to March 2016. The identity of the cases was kept secret and ethical permission was taken from Institutional Ethical Committee, Mahavir Cancer Sansthan and Research Centre.

Methodology for Immunohistochemistry

All the cases were immunohistochemically evaluated for oestrogen and progesterone hormone receptor status, (ER and PR), expression using standard HRP Detection system method. Pressure cooking/microwave method was used for antigen retrieval. Adequate tissue fixation in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 6-48 hours was ensured. Paraffin sections (3-4 μm thick) with maximum invasive tumour component were selected for IHC. The antibodies used for ER and PR were monoclonal rabbit anti-Human Oestrogen Receptor, BIOGENEX (Clone ID5 and EP1; prediluted) and monoclonal, mouse anti-Human Progesterone Receptor, BIOGENEX (Clone PR 88; prediluted) respectively. The scores for ER and PR were calculated using the Allred Scoring method.

All the tests were interpreted with negative and positive controls. Staining of the nuclei of the normal ductal epithelium was used as the internal control for ER and PR staining while interpreting the slides.

ER or PR was considered positive if finding of more than 1% tumour cell nuclei are immunoreactive. Negative for ER or PR if finding of less than 1% of tumour cell nuclei are immunoreactive.

Statistical Analysis

Analysis was done by using statistical software GraphPad Prism and data was expressed as mean ± SEM and percentages.

RESULTS

Out of the 1446 cases of breast cancer that were studied, 1423 were female and 23 were male. The ages of the study subjects ranged from 18 to 83 years. The median age was 50 years. Mean ± Standard Error of Mean (SEM) age of male breast cancer patients is 60.96 ± 2.46 years whereas the Mean ± SEM age of female breast cancer patients is 47.56 ± 0.29 years. Total number of ER and PR positive female patients is 505 whereas ER and PR positive male patients is 19. The number of ER positive and PR negative female patients is 123 whereas male patients were 3. There was no male patient in the category of ER negative and PR positive tumour.

In comparison of number of overall patients with ER positive and PR positive tumours with ER negative and PR negative tumours is 36.24% as compared to 45.23% (Figure 1).

Patients of less than 35 years of breast carcinoma are considered very young and when these patients were compared to higher age group with regards of ER positive and PR positive number of tumours is 5.27% as compared to 30.22%. In comparison of same group of patients, the number of ER positive and PR negative patients is 1.12% and 7.52% respectively. When ER negative and PR positive number of tumours was compared in the above mentioned population groups, it was 1.34% in patients of less than 35 years of age of breast carcinoma as compared to 8.64% in higher age group.

In analysing ER negative and PR negative tumours, it was found that in below 35 years of population of carcinoma breast these patterns of non-expression of hormone receptors were relatively and significantly higher and for this population it was 7.66% whereas in higher age group population it was 38.23%.

ER positivity of male breast carcinoma was 96% (Figure 2) which is quite high as compared to 44% of the same on female comparable population (Figure -3) leading us to conclude that breast carcinoma is more hormone dependent in males as compared to females. Dual hormone receptor negative tumours constitute 46% of the cases of female breast cancer (Figure 4). In a developing country like India and state like Bihar where finance and resources are major constraints, patients knowing the costly therapeutic option based on HER-2 receptor expression rarely opt for its testing. In patients below 35 years this proportion is still higher constituting to 50% (Figure 5).

Figure-1: ER PR status of all Breast cancer patients

Figure-2: ER PR status in male breast cancer patients
In U.S. the mean age at diagnosis for men with breast cancer is 67 years, which is 5 years older than the average age at diagnosis for women, which is close to our finding of mean age of 60.96 ± 2.46 years so just like female breast cancer cases, in male breast cancers also age of occurrence of disease is low in India as compared to western population. Hormone receptor expression in male breast cancer cases is quite high (96%) just like most of the studies reporting from different parts of world. Median age at diagnosis in Korea is 56 Years, but in India the median age at diagnosis was 57 years (range 45-75).

Mir et al found in their study that 12% breast cancers occur in women between 20 - 34 years, similar to our study in which we found 15% breast cancers occur in women between 18-35 years. Both ER and PR negative tumours were highest (50%) in women of below 35 years.

Like most other studies from India, our study also found the largest number of cases falling in 41 - 50 years age group; however, it was followed by 31 - 40 years unlike most other studies. Most other studies have found 51 - 60 years as the second most common decade for breast cancer.

In our study, the overall ER positivity in female breast cancer cases is found to be 44.0%, which lies in the range reported by different Indian institutes, however, pretty low as compared to the reportings form western world. ER negative and PR positive tumours are relatively rare cancers based on hormone receptor expression which accounts for just 1-4% of all cases according to Navani et al and was found to be 5.3% in the study of Vettuparambil et al. The average ER positivity for white women in the US is 77%. PR positivity from our study in female breast cancer cases is 45% which is close to percentage of ER value and comparable to other studies reported from different parts of India with PR expression of 33.3%, 41.5%, and 42%. Though white women in US showed 55% PR positivity.

Though De Maeyer et al have completely defied ER negative and PR positive tumours in their study after repeating the test process and putting the threshold for ER positivity as any nuclear staining of invasive tumour cells, Shen et al in their study analysed 5374 consecutive breast cancer cases and concluded ER negative/PR positive as a definite subset group of breast cancer cases constituting 2.3% of the total number of cases, Zhu et al in their study at relapse of primary to metastatic lesion in breast carcinoma found that the rate of gain of ER and PR positivity were 10.9 and 13.5% respectively; the rates of loss of ER and PR positivity were 23.3 and 24.9%. ER and PR receptors are codependent. The hormone receptors crosstalk with epidermal growth factor receptor and may silence each other. Ethnic group, geographical area, genetic drift are the factors which may influence the hormone receptor expression. In our study, ER negative and PR positive tumours constitute 9.83% which is quite high. Shen et al in their study found no survival advantage between ER positive/PR negative and ER negative/PR positive tumours. Both of them demonstrated similar response rate to endocrine therapy which is poorer than ER positive/PR positive.

DISCUSSION

Amongst all the cancers presenting in our hospital, breast cancer constitutes the most commonly presented variety of cancer among female patients; however in males, breast cancer is rare and constituted 1.6%, which is slightly higher as compared to other studies, in which it accounts for only 0.7% in the study of Jemal et al. according to Giordano et al. and 1% in Fentiman et al study of all breast cancer diagnoses. In Korea, Male Breast Cancer constitutes 0.4 - 0.6% of all breast cancers. In Europe, approximately 1% of all Breast Cancer occur in males, but the incidence is pretty higher in sub-Saharan Africa with 15%. This difference in propensity for development of male breast cancer in different geographical regions may be due to genetic, hormonal, dietary or environmental factors.
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CONCLUSION

Thus, our study is a large study and it gives a sneak peek in the incidence of breast carcinoma in this particular region of India and its sex wise distribution. The study also focuses on hormone receptor distribution in male breast cancer patients, young female breast cancer patients of <35 years and in female breast cancer patients of >35 years. We know that hormone receptor expression decides the prognosis and therapeutic options. Our study throws light on the pattern of hormone receptor expression in these geographic areas, ethnic race and in different age groups. Cases of ER negative and PR positive breast cancer are significantly higher in this region as compared to other studies conducted worldwide. Above facts when considered together can help in developing and deciding a personalised treatment plan and followup in the people of this region.
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